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Preface  

 
 

 

This is a Trainees’ Handbook that  serves as the main educational material for the participants 

in the 40-hour seminar on  IT skills in Sharing and Web-based Economy . It is also paired with 

an Educator Manual, designed to assist the Educators of the seminar. Both are supported by 

an e-learning platform, where the set of Manual and Handbook on  IT skills in Sharing and 

Web-based Economy is available for download, as well as two additional sets, focusing on 

Resilient Sectors and Social Economy respectively. The e-learning platform is available at: 

https://elearning.youthshare-project.org . 

All the above is a product of the collective effort of the partners in the YOUTHShare project: A 

Place for Youth in Mediterranean EEA: Resilient and Sharing Economies for NEETs (Project No: 

2017-1-345). This project is funded by the Active Youth call by the EEA and Norway Grants, 

and it aims to reduce youth unemployment in coastal and island regions of the Mediterrane-

an EEA by advancing young NEETs skills in trans-locally resilient agri-food production and the 

pertinent circular economies. By boosting the potential of those sectors, through social entre-

preneurship and sharing economy platforms, it aims to reduce economic disparities in the 

target area.   

YOUTHShare partners who collaborated in the preparation of this trilogy of Manuals and 

Handbooks in resilient sectors, in social economy and in sharing economy are: the University 

of the Aegean (GR), the Catholic University of Murcia (ESP), the Neapolis University Paphos 

(CY), the Centre for the Advancement of Research and Development in Educational Technolo-

gy (CY) and the Network for Employment and Social Care (GR). All three Manuals share a 

common structure. This structure was determined in a series of meetings and discussions 

between the aforementioned partners, while the content of each Manual was based on the 

findings of a respective Transnational Report, produced at an initial phase of the YOUTHShare 

project, which was then re-adjusted and further enhanced by the responsible editor(s) of 

each Manual. 

We hope that this collaborative work will help other colleagues and educational institutions 

around the globe to provide training in relation to basic concepts, methods and tools in Shar-

ing and Web-based Economy. Special thanks to all partners of the YOUTHShare project and, 

most of all, to all authors who contributed to this collective volume. We gratefully 

acknowledge the financial support of the EEA and Norway Grants. 

 

The Editor 
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EEA and Norway Grants 

 

 
The production of the present Trainees’ Handbook would have been impossible without the 

generous support of the EEA and Norway Grants Fund for Youth Employment. 

The project A Place for Youth in Mediterranean EEA: Social and Sharing Economy for NEETs 

(YOUTHShare) in the framework of which that Handbook has been developed, is funded by 

Iceland, Liechtenstein and Norway through the EEA and Norway Grants Fund for Youth Em-

ployment. 

The EEA and Norway Grants represent the contribution of Iceland, Liechtenstein and Norway 

towards a green, competitive and inclusive Europe. By focusing on the most disadvantaged 

parts of Europe, where the Gross National Income (GNI) per inhabitant is less than 90% of the 

European Union average, the EEA and Norway Grants aim to reduce economic and social dis-

parities while strengthening the bilateral relations between the donors and Central, Southern 

European and Baltic countries. 

Since 1994, more than €6 billion have been donated by EEA and Norway Grants in fields such 

as Research, Innovation, Education, Environment, Climate Change, Low Carbon Economy, 

Good Governance, Fundamental Rights, Justice, Home Affairs, Civil Society, Culture, Social 

Inclusion, Poverty Reduction and Youth Employment. 

The Fund for Youth Employment, launched by EEA and Norway Grants in 2017 and supported 

with €60 million, currently funds, alongside YOUTHShare, 26 projects, implemented by 200 

institutions from 26 European countries. The target of the projects and the Fund itself is to 

promote sustainable and quality youth employment in Europe; a much needed intervention 

given that in 2018 approximately 15 million young people, aged 20-34, were Neither in Em-

ployment, nor in Education and Training (NEET) in the EU-28 in 2018. The highest rates across 

Europe are endemic in the focus countries of the YOUTHShare project with more than a quar-

ter of young people out of the labour market in some cases. The Fund, through the 26 large-

scale projects aims, through innovation and transnational cooperation, to directly help 25,000 

young people to find jobs or create new ones and many millions indirectly by shifting policy 

paradigm. 

Training is a central field of intervention for the Fund for Youth Employment. New skills acqui-

sition is expected to support the integration of young NEETs in the labour market. The 

YOUTHSHare project through the present Trainees’ Handbook shares that specific vision and 

embarks on the mission of the EEA and Norway Grants Fund for Youth Employment. 
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Dear participant in the seminar,  

 

 
We welcome you to the 40-hour seminar on IT skills in Sharing and Web-based Economy with 

this handbook, which we hope will be a true companion throughout the seminar as well as 

afterwards, whenever you feel the need to revisit the information included.   

The sharing economy is a contemporary, innovative and very promising way of entrepreneur-

ship. Some of the world’s biggest companies, such as Airbnb and Uber, fall into this economic 

sector, as well as millions of other small and medium-size enterprises developed by young 

people just like you. Those people achieved their goal and became entrepreneurs because, 

firstly, they had a vision of a new product or service that was in need; thus, it was welcomed 

by the consumers. Moreover, they succeeded because they also had the tools and the skills to 

develop a business idea into a concrete business plan in the internet-based economy. It is 

exactly those skills and tools that we will try to develop together with this seminar.  

In order to make this handbook as user friendly as possible, it is organised in 10 Sessions. 

Each session is focused on a certain topic and will be developed in a 3-hour class.  

□ In the first session you will be introduced to the basic concepts of the sharing economy, 

innovation and entrepreneurship. That session will employ a mix of theoretical and 

empirical approaches, essential to the understanding of the contemporary digital age. 

□ The next three sessions aim to develop skills that are essential to the primary produc-

tion of textual and audiovisual content. Internet-based economy entails communication 

conducted via webpages and social media between you and your customers. We will try 

together to enhance your skills in means of communication such as texts, images and 

videos.  

□ In the next four sessions you will acquire skills and experience on basic functions of the 

web-based economy. You will receive hands-on experience of website building and 

customisation. In that way, you will be able to make the most out of those tools in the 

future. 

□ In the last two sessions, we have included two special topics with the intention to sup-

port your entrepreneurship in the digital age. The first one focuses on crowdfunding, 

which may provide you with a viable solution against the most striking problem of any 

entrepreneurial activity: the raising of the funds needed. The second one focuses on 

Google Ads, i.e. Google’s advertising platform, which, being the biggest player in the 

online advertising market, may help your future start-up company to reach its target 

audience. 
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For each of the above sessions, we have included a selection of readings that cover the most 

important theoretical and practical aspects of the session. In case you do not know or if you 

feel ambiguous about certain terms used in those texts, you may look them up in the Glossa-

ry section, which is found at the end of the handbook. Also, in each session you may find all 

the slides of the pertinent presentation. In that way you can keep notes during the seminar, 

or revisit the content whenever you feel like it. Last but not least, each session ends with a 

multiple choice test, where you can test your new skills! 

Don't forget to visit our e-learning platform, in which you can download this Trainees’ Hand-

book, or use it online. There, you may also find additional educational material and assess-

ment tools.  
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© Piqsels 
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KEYWORDS: Innovation; Entrepreneurship; Sharing economy; Business Model Canvas; 

Crowdfunding; Entrepreneur; Value proposition. 

 

READING MATERIAL 
 

TOPIC 1: Innovation and Entrepreneurship 

 The importance of innovation   

Suggested for Beginners & Experienced participants  (click here to access it)   

In this article you can delve into the concept and the importance of innovation, 
which is one of the biggest challenges organisations face today worldwide. In 
order for organisations to maintain their competitive advantage they have to 
promote innovative products and services. In addition, having innovative organ-
isations can benefit society. From society’s perspective, the fundamental out-
comes of innovation are economic growth, increased well-being and communi-
cation, educational accessibility and environmental sustainability.  

TOPIC 2: Sharing economy innovations 

  What is the sharing economy: example companies, definition, pros & cons 
 Suggested for Experienced & Advanced participants (click here to access it)   

This article presents examples of the sharing economy. More specifically, eight 
everyday examples of the sharing economy are listed. These examples are: peer
-to-peer lending, crowdfunding, house renting, ridesharing and carsharing, 
coworking, reselling and trading, knowledge and talent-sharing and finally, 
niche services. At the same time, the advantages and disadvantages of the shar-
ing economy are presented.  

 

   
 
 
 
 

SESSION 1   
Introduction to basic concepts in sharing and web-
based economy: innovation and entrepreneurship in 
the digital age 
 
 
 

By Zinon Zinonos & Ioannis Pissourios 

https://www.viima.com/blog/importance-of-innovation
https://www.viima.com/blog/importance-of-innovation
https://www.moneycrashers.com/sharing-economy/
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TOPIC 3: How to develop your idea   

 The complete, 12-step guide to starting a business  

 Suggested for Beginners & Experienced participants (click here to access it)   
 

This is a step-by-step guide to realising your idea and turning it into a successful 
business. These 12 steps are: evaluate yourself, think of a business idea, do 
market research, get feedback, make it official, write your business plan, finance 
your business, develop your product, start building your team, find a location, 
start getting some sales and grow your business.  
 

TOPIC 4: Business Model Canvas 

  The Business Model Canvas  
 Suggested for Beginners & Experienced participants (click here to access it)   

The Business Model Canvas (BMC) is a management tool used to quickly and 
easily define and communicate a business idea or a concept. The BMC consists 
of 9 blocks. Each block has a specific purpose. The 9 blocks are Customer Seg-
ments, Customer Relationships, Channels, Value propositions, Key Activities, 
Key Resources, Key Partners, Cost Structures, and Revenue Streams. After stud-
ying and answering the specific questions of each block you will get an under-
standing of your business and how to turn your idea into a successful business. 

 

OTHER USEFUL SOURCES 

□ The real innovation of the sharing economy (click here to access it)  

IT Skills in Sharing and Web-based Economy: A Trainees’ Handbook 

https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/297899
https://www.businessmodelsinc.com/about-bmi/tools/business-model-canvas/
https://www.aier.org/article/the-real-innovation-of-the-sharing-economy/
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SESSION 1: Introduction to basic concepts in sharing and web-based economy: innovation and entrepreneur-
ship in the digital age 

NOTES  
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Multiple choice test 
 

Question 1. What is innovation? 
a. To bring a new product or process into the market. 
b. An idea for a new product. 
c. The invention of a new product or process. 
d. The implementation of a new production method. 

 
Question 2: Traditional hotels hold a competitive advantage over the likes of Airbnb 
through standardisation, safety regulations and business reputation. 

a. Yes. 
b. Yes, but not so much during the last decade.  
c. Only sometimes. 
d. No. 

 
Question 3: Which of the following is a positive impact of the sharing economy on the 
tourism industry?  

a. Reduces hotel revenue. 
b. Reduces the overall cost of travel. 
c. Potential crime and/or damage to guests and hosts. 
d. Decreases community engagement. 

 
Question 4: Which of the following is NOT an advantage of the sharing economy? 

a. Builds community trust. 
b. Lack of regulations. 
c. Get more for your money. 
d. Be your own boss. 

 
Question 5: Which of the following is NOT an example of a revenue stream: 

a. Asset sale. 
b. Subscription fees. 
c. Usage fees. 
d. Free service. 

 
Question 6: Which of the following choices is the BEST definition of a channel? 

a. The method or pathway used to reach a customer. 
b. A statement regarding a customer's specific demands. 
c. A specific service or product from a large portfolio. 
d. A short list of the partnerships that are essential for a business' operation. 

 
 
 
 

IT Skills in Sharing and Web-based Economy: A Trainees’ Handbook 
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SESSION 1: Introduction to basic concepts in sharing and web-based economy: innovation and entrepreneur-
ship in the digital age 

Question 7: The most important reason why people start their own business is to ___ . 
a. Survive financially or increase their income.  
b. Serve their community.  
c. Fulfill their entrepreneurial destiny.  
d. Sell their innovative products. 

 
Question 8: Which of the following are commonly held misconceptions related to entre-
preneurs? 

a. Entrepreneurs have good instincts.  
b. Entrepreneurs are doers and not thinkers.  
c. Entrepreneurs are gamblers.  
d. All of the above. 

 
Question 9: Which of the following is not a building block of the Business Model Canvas 
(BMC):  

a. Key activities. 
b. Key resources. 
c. Competitors. 
d. Channels. 

 
Question 10: The role of the “value proposition” in the Business Model Canvas is to:  

a. Define the benefit a customer receives from the product. 
b. Define the different customer segments. 
c. Define your revenue streams. 
d. Define the most important assets that are required to build your business. 

© woodleywonderworks 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/wwworks/4759535950
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KEYWORDS: Writing; Description; Styles of writing; Target audience; Text; Fear of the 

blank page. 

 

READING MATERIAL 
 

TOPIC 1: Creating texts  

 A practical guide to overcoming the fear of a blank page  

Suggested for Beginners & Εxperienced participants (click here to access it) 

These days you have lots of tools to write down your thoughts. However, you 
may still experience the fear of the blank page, preventing you from producing 
the texts you need for your new website, or for your new profile on a social 
network, or on a sharing platform. In this article you may find a practical 6-step 
guide to overcoming the fear of a blank page.  
 

  Four different types of writing styles 
 Suggested for Beginners & Experienced participants (click here to access it 

 While there are as many writer's styles as there are writers, there are only four 
 general purposes that lead someone to write a piece, and these are known as 
 the four styles, or types, of writing. This article introduces beginner writers to 
 these four styles. In particular, you may find the characteristics of each type of 
 writing, its purpose and where we generally use it, along with good and bad 
 examples of its use.  
 

TOPIC 2: How to write a description 

 One simple tip to improve your descriptions  

Suggested for Experienced & Advanced  participants (click here to access it)   

This is an article on the subjective nature of every possible description. When it 

  Module 1 
Creating material 

 
 
 

SESSION 2   
Writing powerful, pleasant and accurate descriptions 
 
 
 
 
 
 

By Ioannis Pissourios & Natia Anastasi 

https://blog.prototypr.io/a-practical-guide-to-overcoming-the-fear-of-a-blank-page-screen-83f941879b18
https://owlcation.com/humanities/Four-Types-of-Writing
https://www.standoutbooks.com/simple-description-tip/
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comes to writing descriptions, advice tends to be sparse. Where should you 
focus? What’s important to your audience? What is important to your topic? 
Should you provide all the information, or just the most important pieces? 
These are difficult questions because they deal with subjective tastes, but 
there’s one piece of advice that you can use as your guiding light. The advice is 
to accept, embrace and even celebrate the subjective nature of your descrip-
tions.  

 

TOPIC 3: How to write a description that appeals to the senses 

 Writing powerful descriptions 

Suggested for Beginners & Experienced participants (click here to access it)   

This is a column on how to enhance your descriptions, by appealing to the hu-
man senses. Writing is an account of how people think and behave in the real 
world. In order for a story to work, it needs to feel like real life, even when it’s 
actually something quite different. The more detailed and rich your descriptions 
are, the better your writing will approximate the human experience, thereby 
establishing a connection with fellow minds, clients, or customers.  
 

TOPIC 4: How to write effective product descriptions  

 8 easy rules to write product descriptions that sell 

Suggested for Beginners & Experienced participants (click here to access it)   

In this article you can find 8 easy-to-follow rules about product description 
writing that will help you create an effective description, i.e. a description that 
sells. Due to the vast alternative options in websites that sell the exact same 
product, or very similar products, there is a very tough competition on gaining a 
customer. Usually, a new customer will spend only a few seconds on a webpage 
and in this time gap he/ she will make the choice to either stay, or leave. Effec-
tive descriptions of your products or your services will make him/ her, not only 
stay, but also to press the ‘add to cart’ button.   
 

 How to write an awesome description for your Airbnb listing. 
Suggested for Beginners & Experienced participants (click here to access it)   

Unlike a big hotel chain, which is run by professionals, is trustworthy, and has a 
specific branding strategy, most potential guests of your Airbnb flat have no 
idea who you are, what you offer, and if you offer it at a good price. Their con-
nection to you and your flat is limited to other guest’s reviews and, of course, to 
the info and the pictures you have provided in the listing’s profile. For this rea-
son, making an impressive profile is your first step to success, and this article 
can provide you with some basic tips to successfully accomplish this task.   

 

MODULE 1      Creating material  

https://litreactor.com/columns/writing-powerful-descriptions
https://www.referralcandy.com/blog/product-descriptions-that-sell/
https://www.guestready.com/blog/airbnb-description-tips/
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OTHER USEFUL SOURCES 

□  The 4 types of writing (click here to access it) 

SESSION 2: Writing powerful, pleasant and accurate descriptions 

NOTES  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://freeology.com/journal/4-types-of-writing/
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MODULE 1      Creating material  

Multiple choice test 
 
Question 1: Are writing skills important for web-based economy? 

a. No, it’s not that important, if you know how to take good pictures! 
b. Yes, because communication relies heavily on texts. 
c. Sometimes yes, but sometimes not so important, depending on the characteris-

tics of your target audience. 
d. No, because photos and videos are more powerful than texts! 

 
Question 2: Can a description be 100% objective? 

a. Every description is objective by default. 
b. Yes, sometimes a description can be objective. 
c. Sometimes a description can be objective, but usually it’s not. 
d. No, never. 

 
Question 3: When the fear of the blank page strikes, how do you confront it?  

a. There is no way you can confront or overcome this fear. 
b. You leave the writing for the next day, or for the next week/ month. 
c. You start by writing a title, then some random thoughts, then organize and devel-

op these thoughts a little further and… Voilà! 
d. Call a respectable author to get you out of this awkward situation. 

 
Question 4: “The bloody, red-eyed vampire, sunk his rust-colored teeth into the soft skin 
of his lover and ended her life". The above sentence is an example of: 

a. Expository writing. 
b. Descriptive writing. 
c. Persuasive writing. 
d. Narrative writing. 

 
Question 5: Let say that you have to write a recipe for your cooking blog. Which of the 
below writing styles would you use? 

a. The expository writing style. 
b. The descriptive writing style. 
c. The persuasive writing style. 
d. The narrative writing style. 

 
Question 6: When writing a product description, the characteristics of the product you 
include are those:  

a. You find it easier to write about. 
b. You believe the reader will find it more interesting or helpful. 
c. Most often described by other competitors. 
d. Allowed by the search engine. 
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SESSION 2: Writing powerful, pleasant and accurate descriptions 

 

 

Question 7: Before writing a description for a product, you are strongly prompt to survey 
the competition, as this will allow you to understand: 

a. Any alternative writing styles.  
b. The technical specifications of the description.  
c. The unique features of your product.  
d. The perfect size of the description. 

 
Question 8: When writing a description for a product, you are strongly prompt to add in 
this description the basic features and key benefits of the product in bullet-points, as 
following: 

a. Allows others to copy-paste it easily. 
b. Makes the description look larger.  
c. Allows you to play with different size fonts. 
d. Allows the reader to effortlessly capture the essence of the product.  

 
Question 9: What would you do in order to raise the number of people visiting your new 
webpage? 

a. Optimize the content for search engines.  
b. Change the colors and the font sizes to more visible ones.  
c. Widespread the news that you have a new webpage! 
d. Use more superlatives in the texts. 

 
Question 10: The deeper motive for writing descriptions that appeal to the senses of the 
people is that: 

a. They contribute to a nicer reading experience. 
b. They stimulate areas of the brain and motivate impulsive buying decisions. 
c. Sometimes, descriptions have to be irrational. 
d. People like to write emotional descriptions. 

© woodleywonderworks 
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KEYWORDS: Mobile; Smartphone; Digital; Photography; Audiovisual; Publishing; Con-

tent; Editing; Digital 

 

READING MATERIAL 
 

TOPIC 1: The mobile photographer: an unofficial guide to using android phones, tab-
lets, and apps in a photography workflow 
 

 Chapter 1: Choosing a mobile device (pp. 12-15), Chapter 2: Mobile accesso-
ries and apps (pp. 16-31). 

 Suggested for Beginners & Experienced participants (click here to access it)   

In these two chapters, Fisher guides readers through the menus of the Android 
operating system, helping them understand how to choose and use out-of-the-
box controls for better images. Next, the text covers add-on accessories and 
applications designed to enhance the devices’ capabilities. While the photo-
graphic capabilities of the “base” camera are pretty good and will receive excel-
lent reviews from many users, the camera really produces images that sing 
when suited up with DSLR functions, filters, and postproduction effects—all of 
which Fisher covers with skill and technical ability. 

TOPIC 2: The social photo: on photography and social media  

 Chapter 1: Documentary Vision (pp. 04-33)   
Suggested for Beginners & Experienced participants (click here to access it)   

With the rise of the smartphone and social media, cameras have become ubiq-
uitous, infiltrating nearly every aspect of social life. The bright camera screen is 
the lens through which many seek to communicate our experience. But our 
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thinking about photography has been slow to catch-up; this major fixture of 
everyday life is still often treated in the terms of art or journalism. In The social 
photography, theorist Nathan Jurgenson develops bold new ways of under-
standing photography in the age of social media and the new kinds of images 
that have emerged: the selfie, the faux-vintage photo, the self-destructing im-
age, the food photo. Jurgenson shows how these devices and platforms have re-
shaped the world and our understanding of ourselves within it. 

 

TOPIC 3: Mobile digital art: using the iPad and iPhone as creative tools 

 Chapter 1: Mobile Art Observations (pp. 04-07), Chapter 2: Mobile Art Funda-
mentals (pp. 07-10), Chapter 3: In the beginning there was a drawing (pp. 10-
40). 

Suggested for Beginners & Experienced participants (click here to access it)   

Learn how to create beautiful artwork on your iPad or iPhone. Over 65 expert 
artists from around the world show you how they created their original art, 
from inspiration and conceptualisation, to the creation of the final image. Using 
step-by-step examples and easy-to-follow tutorials, you will learn how to create 
stunning images on your iPad or iPhone. Whether you are taking you first steps 
into digital art, or you are an accomplished artist looking to broaden your skill 
set, Mobile Digital Art covers it all - how to turn photographs into oil paintings, 
design cartoons from scratch and create beautiful landscape views - all on your 
iPad or iPhone. 

 

OTHER USEFUL SOURCES 

□ Phone photography 101: how to take good pictures with your mobile device  
(click here to access it) 

□ Take better smartphone photos with these simple tips and tricks (click here to 

access it) 

□ How to take better photos with your smartphone thanks to computational pho-
tography (click here to access it) 

□ Shoot perfect product photography with your smartphone (click here to access it) 
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https://books.google.com.cy/books?id=zCCf1C2OWOEC&lpg=PR9&dq=mobile%20videography&pg=PA1#v=onepage&q=mobile%20videography&f=false
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https://www.popsci.com/take-better-smartphone-photos/
https://www.popsci.com/take-better-smartphone-photos/
http://theconversation.com/how-to-take-better-photos-with-your-smartphone-thanks-to-computational-photography-107957
https://expertphotography.com/smartphone-product-photography/
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MODULE 1      Creating material  

Multiple choice test 
 

Question 1: A modern smartphone can: 
a. Make and receive calls and messages. 
b. Take photos and record videos. 
c. Run office and calendar apps. 
d. All of the above. 

 
Question 2: For photography, by ‘shutter speed’ we refer to: 

a. The amount of light reaching the film or sensor. 
b. The length of time the film or sensor gets exposed to the light. 
c. The speed of the photographic subject. 
d. None of the above. 

 
Question 3: By referring to depth of field in photography we mean: 

a. The field of view of the lens that is installed on our camera. 
b. The distance between the nearest and farthest object in sharp focus. 
c. The measure of the digital sensor’s capacity to provide lighted images. 
d. All of the above. 

 
Question 4: Which of the following types of lenses is considered more suitable for por-
traits? 

a. Ultra wide angle lens (08mm to 20mm). 
b. Wide angle lens (24mm to 36mm). 
c. Normal lens (40mm to 55mm). 
d. Short telephoto lens (70 to 135mm). 

 
Question 5: Which of the following types of lenses is considered more suitable for land-
scape? 

a. Ultra wide angle lens (08mm to 20mm). 
b. Wide angle lens (24mm to 36mm). 
c. Normal lens (40mm to 55mm). 
d. Short telephoto lens (70 to 135mm). 

 
Question 6: Which of the following digital image file-types refers to uncompressed files? 

a. JPG. 
b. DNG. 
c. WAV. 
d. None of the above. 
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SESSION 3: Mobile photography: taking and editing photographs with a smartphone  

Question 7: Which of the following is NOT a stabilisation accessory for mobile photog-
raphy? 

a. Mini tripod. 
b. Reflector set. 
c. Mobile holder. 
d. Gyroscope. 

 
Question 8: Image correction refers to the following action(s): 

a. Cropping the photo. 
b. Fixing the exposure. 
c. Colour balancing. 
d. All of the above. 

 
Question 9: Snapseed is: 

a. An online image sharing platform. 
b. A social networking application. 
c. An image editing application. 
d. None of the above. 

 
Question 10: Which of the following online platforms allow for image sharing? 

a. Instagram. 
b. TikTok. 
c. Facebook. 
d. All of the above.  

© woodleywonderworks 
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KEYWORDS: Mobile; Smartphone; Video; Cinema; Audiovisual; Content; Production; 

Montage; Digital. 

 

READING MATERIAL 
 

Phonetography & Videography  

 Chapter 1: Understand your Handphone type of Camera (pp. 02-09.   

Suggested for Beginners & Experienced participants (click here to access it)   

This is a simple manual that covers both photography with the use of a mobile 
phone, as well as, videography. It provides guidelines for image and video ed-
iting using a variety of software and applications. 
 

Creative Mobile Media: a complete course 

 Chapter 2: Mobile Aesthetics and Criticism (pp. 50-61), Chapter 4: Mobile Culture and 
its Temporal Consequences (pp. 99-118), Chapter 5: May Days: An examination of Mo-
bile Filmmaking, Family and Memory (pp. 119-130). 
Suggested for Beginners & Experienced participants (click here to access it)   

Creative Mobile Media provides a guide for the creation, production and display 
of media with mobile technology at its core. Divided into two parts, the first 
offers a practical guide on how to produce and exhibit different forms of mobile 
art including photographs and films. From taking the perfect selfie to creating a 
short film, there are tips on how to produce, sell and market the products creat-
ed on your phone. Exercises designed to build technical skills and improve crea-
tive thinking are also included, meaning that you are able to practice the crea-
tion of media and engage with a global community through new digital technol-
ogies. The second part uses case studies to examine the effect of these new 
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digital technologies within areas such as journalism, advocacy, ethics and social 
participation. Mobile and cellular phones are now ingrained in all aspects of life, 
and here is investigated how the 21st Century society is adapting to these 
changes. With both theoretical and practical guidance, this book is perfect for 
media students and mobile users interested in how creative mobile technology 
can be used professionally and commercially, and why it is so important in our 
digitised world. 
 

Mobile digital art: using the iPad and iPhone as creative tools  

 Chapter 1: Mobile Art Observations (pp. 04-07), Chapter 2: Mobile Art Funda-
mentals (pp. 07-10), Chapter 3: In the beginning there was a drawing (pp. 10-
40).  

Suggested for Beginners & Experienced participants (click here to access it)   

Learn how to create beautiful artwork on your iPad or iPhone. Over 65 expert 
artists from around the world show you how they created their original art, 
from inspiration and conceptualisation, to the creation of the final image. Using 
step-by-step examples and easy-to-follow tutorials, you will learn how to create 
stunning images on your iPad or iPhone. Whether you are taking you first steps 
into digital art, or you are an accomplished artist looking to broaden your skill 
set, Mobile Digital Art covers it all - how to turn photographs into oil paintings, 
design cartoons from scratch and create beautiful landscape views - all on your 
iPad or iPhone. 

 

OTHER USEFUL SOURCES 

□ The ultimate beginners guide to smartphone filmmaking (click here to access it) 

□ The rise of mobile videography (click here to access it) 

□ Rules of shot composition: a definitive guide (click here to access it) 

□ The iPhone Movies of Steven Soderbergh (click here to access it) 

MODULE 1      Creating material  
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https://www.smartphonefilmpro.com/the-iphone-movies-of-steven-soderbergh/
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MODULE 1      Creating material  

Multiple choice test 
 
Question 1: A modern mobile phone, described as smartphone can: 

a. Take and receive calls and messages.  
b. Film videos and record audio.  
c. Run basic editing apps.  
d. All of the above. 

 
Question 2:  For videography, the shutter speed that is best suited to filming 25fps video 
is: 

a. 1/25th of a second. 
b. 1/50th of a second. 
c. 1/250th of a second. 
d. None of the above. 

 
Question 3:  When framing a video, we attain a pleasing composition by using: 

a. The 180-degree rule. 
b. The rule of framing. 
c. The rule of thirds. 
d. All of the above. 

 
Question 4: For videography using a smartphone, the acronym OIS stands for: 

a. Orthopaedic Intelligent Smartphone. 
b. Optical Image Stabilisation. 
c. Optical Interactive System. 
d. None of the above. 

 
Question 5: Which is the prevalent aspect ratio used by modern TV sets and mobile de-
vices? 

a. 16:9. 
b. 4:3. 
c. 1:1. 
d. 17:9. 

 
Question 6: Which of the following digital video file-types refers to compressed files? 

a. MP4. 
b. M4V. 
c. AVI. 
d. All of the above. 
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Question 7: Which of the following is NOT a stabilisation accessory for mobile videogra-
phy? 

a. Gyroscope. 
b. Mobile holder. 
c. Add-on filters. 
d. Mini tripod. 

 
Question 8:  A mobile editing application allows us to: 

a. Crop and trim the video. 
b. Add graphics, effects, titles. 
c. Add voiceover or music. 
d. All of the above. 

 
Question 9:   InShot is: 

a. an online video sharing platform. 
b. a social networking application. 
c. a video editing application. 
d. None of the above. 

 
Question 10: Which of the following online platforms allows for video sharing? 

a. Instagram. 
b. YouTube. 
c. Facebook. 
d. All of the above. 

© woodleywonderworks 
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KEYWORDS: Platform; Sharing platform; Sharing platform business model; Airbnb; Shar-

ing platform categories; Peer-to-peer economy; Collaborative consumption; Asset; On 

demand services 

 

READING MATERIAL 
 

TOPIC 1: What is a sharing platform and why use one? 

 The sharing economy: what It Is, examples, and how big data, platforms and 
algorithms fuel it 
Suggested for Beginners (click here to access it)   

Owning more was once a status mark and a trend. Nowadays though, the dominant 
trend needs people to own less stuff, especially for millennials entering adulthood and 
the middle class. Being a family with just one car once seemed impossible for handling 
everyday's liabilities, but today people are believed to have more status if they are a zero
-car family, making use of services like Uber, Lyft or others, only when they need to use 
them. Beyond ridesharing, people make use of similar opportunities like home lending, 
coworking, talent sharing; in general, sharing. By reading this article, you will be 
informed about some sharing economy aspects and you will learn about the algorithms 
used by the sharing platforms to match the need(s) with service providing. 
 

 Platforms and the sharing economy: an analysis  

Suggested for Advanced participants (click here to access it)  

This report gives an in-depth overview of design guidelines for sharing 
platforms. It forms part of a European Union Horizon 2020 Research Project on 
the field of sharing economy. Authors conducted three complementary anal-
yses regarding sharing economy platforms, which resulted in a first version of 
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By Savvas Chatzichristofis & Georgios Kyprianou 
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https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3102184
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design guidelines for sharing economy platforms. This analysis revealed that 
participants make a clear distinction between “community-oriented sharing” 
and “commercial sharing” and therefore have high expectations about the safe-
ty and quality of the service towards SEP. Furthermore, the analysis revealed 
that 12 global SEP platforms active in Europe, in many industries, dominate the 
market. The platform analysis revealed that the identified design principles can 
be applied for the analysis of SEP and for the identification of improvement 
potential. 
  

 Sharing is caring? Not quite. Some observations about ‘the sharing economy’  

Suggested for Beginners (click here to access it)   

Fast evolving cloud-computing platforms that enable new business models, 
combined with a rapid uptake in digital technologies by consumers, and a 
change in consumer behavior and preferences have enabled the emergence of 
a so-called sharing economy. With new start-ups offering all kinds of services 
springing up every day, there was soon talk of the “Uber of everything” or “the 
uberification of the service economy”. But this technology enabled business 
models also raise a number of questions, such as what are we really sharing in 
the ‘sharing’ economy, who participates in it, who benefits from it, what are the 
barriers and the risks, and does it offer growth opportunities for developing 
countries?  
 

TOPIC 2&3: Advantages and disadvantages of sharing platforms 

 Advantages of sharing platforms  
                                                      Suggested for Beginners & Experienced participants (click here to access it)   

“In a world with a fast growing economy, ever-diminishing resources, overly 
populated cities, and skyrocketing prices, a sharing economy seems like the way 
to go. […] Divided into five main sectors –transportation, finance, consumer 
goods, property, personal services, and professional services– share economies 
are popping up everywhere you look”. Even though this market model does 
offer quite a lot of advantages to the users, there are many noticeable backlash-
es around the sharing economy. In this article, you will read about both of 
them, accompanied by relative examples which make it very easy to read. 

 

   The sharing economy: pros, cons, and why it’s here to stay  

Suggested for Beginners (click here to access it)   

Sharing. As children, we were taught how important it is. Share your toy with a 
friend who doesn’t have the same one so you can both enjoy it. Sharing is nice, 
polite, and an essential social skill. Today, the concept of sharing is being taken 
to completely new levels. The sharing economy has been embraced by 
consumers and is revolutionizing the way people do business. It has 

MODULE 2      Entering the web-based economy 

http://pubdocs.worldbank.org/en/308161452529903561/WDR16-BP-Sharing-is-caring-DWELSUMl.pdf
https://www.eu-startups.com/2019/02/the-ever-growing-sharing-economy-pros-and-cons/
https://www.bankatunited.com/About/Explore-United-Bank/Newsroom/UB-Blog/Sharing-Economy
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experienced an exponential growth as people learn about the benefits and the 
profits that it could provide them. At the same time, however, there are also 
important drawbacks that should be considered by anyone who considers using 
it. So, this article will help you to identify the pros and cons of the sharing 
economy.  

 

 6 benefits of a sharing economy 
Suggested for Beginners (click here to access it)   

The term ‘sharing economy’ was first coined in 1978. However, it didn’t really 
become a well-known term until 1995, when eBay was launched. From the in-
ception of eBay until now, the sharing economy has penetrated in many more 
economic sectors and has transformed in many ways the working environments 
throughout the world. In this article the authors selected to explain six of the 
main benefits of sharing economy.   
 

   Uber, Airbnb and consequences of the sharing economy: research summary. 
Suggested for Advanced participants (click here to access it)   

In this article, the author tries to investigate the available literature and to 
discover the research debates and lines of argument. This is basically an article 
of annotated bibliography on Uber, Airbnb and sharing economy by and large, 
in which you will find a range of academic articles that seek to define, 
understand and analyze the sharing economy. 

 

OTHER USEFUL SOURCES 

□ 11 platform cooperatives creating a real sharing economy (click here to access it) 

□ Shared, Collaborative and On Demand: the New Digital Economy (click here to access it) 

□ What do the most successful Airbnb’s have in common? (click here to access it) 

□ 6 technologies enabling sharing economy businesses (click here to access it) 

SESSION 5: Selecting a sharing platform  
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MODULE 2      Entering the web-based economy 

Multiple choice test 
 
Question 1:  What is the sharing economy? 

a. A community where everyone puts their income into a common fund to be 
shared equally. 

b. Where individuals share goods and services, either for free or for a fee. 
c. An act of kindness in a coffee shop where you pay for your coffee and the drink of 

the person behind you, creating a chain where everyone “pays it forward”. 
d. None of the above. 

 
Question 2:  Uber and other vehicle sharing platforms have created some unexpected 
benefits worldwide. Which one of these do you consider true? 

a. Sharing platforms' profits are being used to repair public roads and build new 
ones. 

b. There is less traffic congestion on the roads. 
c. Some cities have seen the number of arrests for drunk-driving fall dramatically. 
d. None of the above. 

 
Question 3:  Aside from spare rooms and cars, there are hundreds of companies in other 
areas of the sharing economy. Which one of these platforms is real?   

a. A sharing platform on a train station where people share their waiting space. 
b. A sharing platform where you can take someone’s dog out for the day, or look 

after them, while their owners are away on holidays. 
c. A sharing platform allowing you to share the controls on a passenger plane with a 

qualified pilot. 
d. None of the above. 

 
Question 4: What represents the measurement of how much a community trusts you? 

a. The number of connections on a social network. 
b. The reputation. 
c. The credit rating. 
d. The number of “likes” and friends on a social network. 

 
Question 5:  Traditional hotels hold a competitive advantage over the likes of Airbnb and 
other similar sharing platforms, through standardisation, safety regulations and business 
reputation. 

a. True. 
b. False. 
c. Both of the above because I have some doubts. 
d. I need to do some research about it. 
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Question 6:  Which of the following features of sharing platforms is NOT assisted by 
technology? 

a. The rating systems. 
b. The mobile technology (apps, GPS). 
c. The payment. 
d. None of the above. 

 
Question 7: Which of the following is a factor contributing to the growth of sharing econ-
omy platforms? 

a. That companies not belonging in the sharing economy era offer better services. 
b. That ordinary people seek income using their existing resources. 
c. The lower digital literacy in the population. 
d. The desire for tourists’ attractive experiences that a person has and does not care 

about the cost. 
 
Question 8:  Which of the following are positive impacts of sharing economy platforms 
on the tourism industry? 

a. The reduction of travel costs. 
b. The threat to safety and health standards. 
c. The increase in property values and decrease in housing availability. 
d. The potential increase of crime and/or damage to property. 

 
Question 9:  Sharing platforms like Airbnb, HomeAway or Booking provide more expen-
sive services than hotels and traditional renting accommodation service providers, due 
to specific regulations they need to comply with.  

a. True, because they have to comply with the laws of each country regarding the 
right of the customer to pay or not. 

b. False, because they only make reference to reaching people. 
c. False, because they do not need to comply with certain laws and regulations that 

apply to hotels. 
d. False, traditional hotels are more expensive because they provide additional ser-

vices, although they do not comply with laws and regulations.  
 
Question 10: Rating and user experience is something that sharing platforms do not 
make use of. 

a. True. 
b. False. 
c. Not all times 
d. Depends on sharing platform 
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The beginning of the Web as a publicly available service on the Internet 
arrived on August 6, 1991, when Berners-Lee published the first-ever 

website. Fittingly, the site was about the World Wide Web project, 
describing the Web and how to use it. Hosted at CERN on Berners-Lee’s 

NeXT computer. You can still access the depicted webpage at: http://
info.cern.ch/hypertext/WWW/TheProject.html  
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KEYWORDS: Internet; World Wide Web; Web browser; Web page; Website; Template; 

Website builder; Uniform resource locator (URL) 

 

READING MATERIAL 
 

TOPIC 1: Key concepts of the web 

 Do you remember the basic internet concepts?  

Suggested for Beginners (click here to access it)   

In this article, you will learn the basic internet concepts. With more than half of 
the world dependent on the internet, it has become the need of the hour that 
every one of us, regardless of our career interest, should know the fundamental 
concepts of the internet. More often than not, while we are searching for the 
latest technology, we tend to forget that we can increase our knowledge only 
on a strong base. As we know that every concept in science has evolved from 
theory, we must constantly try to make our fundamentals stronger, even if we 
know them.  
 

 Web: basic concepts  

Suggested for Beginners (click here to access it)   

The authors of this article provide a brief description of key concepts found 
throughout the internet. Starting from the very basics and moving to deeper 
terminologies, they provide the necessary theoretical knowledge any web de-
signer should know. Basic protocols, internet architecture concepts and services 
provided through the global network are discussed and described. Any potential 
web designer needs to have a basic idea of them, since sooner or later they will 
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use most of them to make their website available to the public. 
 

TOPIC 2: Website templates and how to use them 

 10 easy and simple website builders for beginners of 2019  

Suggested for Beginners & Experienced participants (click here to access it)   

In this article you will find a review of the website builders considered the easi-
est to use. Most are free of charge. The simplicity and the ability to develop a 
site by yourself is perhaps one of the main advantages of website builders, as it 
allows you to develop websites even if you don’t have skills in Web Design, 
HTML and Php (some of the key concepts of the Web). By reading this article, 
you will acquire a basic idea and guidance to be able to make your own selec-
tion on the platform to use for the web design process. 
 

 How to choose a website template (what's best for your site?)  

Suggested for Beginners (click here to access it)   

Choosing a website template is an important decision for every business owner. 
There are plenty of things to consider; from the type of website you want to 
build, and different features and customisation options, down to the budget 
and your experience level with editing templates. It’s quite natural to feel over-
whelmed when it comes to picking the right site template for your website. 
Considering all the above mentioned statements, this article/guide is going to 
assist possible web designers to choose the best applicable template for their 
website.  
 

TOPIC 3: Create your own website  

 How to create a website: an easy, step-by-step guide for beginners  

Suggested for Beginners (click here to access it)   

Creating a website on your own is not such a hard task, since web building platforms 
provide the necessary means to do so in an easy and efficient way. There is no need for 
coding knowledge or any prior experience. In this article, the author provides a short 
introduction to web design using a web building platform, and what people tend to use 
when they need to build their own website. Therefore, he presents an easy to follow 
guide to assist you in building a DIY website using any web builder. 
 

 3 simple criteria to help you choose your website template design  

 Suggested for Beginners & Experienced participants (click here to access it)   

Starting to build a website using an online builder, one of the first things many 
people are struggling and find difficulties with, is choosing the most applicable 
template to use for their website. The more templates one looks, the more 
frustrated you get and at the end they will all start to look the same. Even 
though most website builders provide a ton of different templates it’s quite 
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common to feel like drowning in a sea of apparently infinite possibilities, 
especially if you are not the best designer or don’t have much experience on it. 
The author has developed a set of criteria to use, in order to assist you in 
choosing the best applicable design option.  
 

 How to layout and design a website (without having any designing skills!)  

Suggested for Beginners (click here to access it)   

Trying to build a website includes some key steps to follow that might be 
challenging for the inexperienced user / web designer. One of the most 
important and quite challenging steps is selecting the proper layout for the site 
(or designing your own). Planning the content or the basic look of the website 
beforehand, is among the most important steps that need to be taken. But how 
do you do it without designing skills? No need to worry, according to the author 
of the article, who guides the user through the necessary steps to easily design 
their website.  

 

OTHER USEFUL SOURCES 

□ 10 best website builders (click here to access it) 

□  Building websites (click here to access it) 
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Multiple choice test 
 

Question 1: Which of the below is a web browser? 
a. Google. 
b. Google Chrome. 
c. Microsoft Outlook. 
d. Yahoo!. 

 
Question 2: A computer that is used to share resources with other computers is called: 

a. Client. 
b. Server. 
c. Network. 
d. None of the above. 

  
Question 3: Which of the following is a set of protocols that is used on the internet? 

a. Firewall. 
b. Search Engine. 
c. TCP/IP (Transmission Control Protocol / Internet Protocol). 
d. Uniform Resource Locator. 

 

Question 4: A computer may communicate with another computer using a: 
a. Protocol. 
b. Domain. 
c. Firewall. 
d. Web address. 

 

Question 5: In the address http://www.example.com , which part is the domain? 
a. The ‘http’. 
b. The ‘www’. 
c. The ‘example’. 
d. The ‘.com’. 

 

Question 6: The World Wide Web and the internet are synonymous: 
a. True. 
b. False. 
c. Sometimes. 
d. None of the above. 
 

Question 7:  Uploading is the process of copying files from the server to the client com-
puter: 

a. True. 
b. False. 
c. Not always. 
d. None of the above. 
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Question 8: An online website builder usually is a person whose job is to build websites 
and he is always online: 

a. True. 
b. Depends on the service. 
c. False. 
d. Only in Europe. 

 
Question 9: A website template shows a way to write a professional resume: 

a. True. 
b. False. 
c. Only for specific templates. 
d. Only if it is a free template. 

 
Question 10: Building a website with the use of website templates is as easy as managing 
website elements with simple drag and drop commands: 

a. True. 
b. False. 
c. Only for specific templates. 
d. Only if it is a free template. 

© woodleywonderworks 
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KEYWORDS: Element; Header; Layout; Logo; Search; Navigation menu; Publish. 

 

READING MATERIAL 

 

TOPIC 1: Customise your web page  

 How to use Weebly: a simple step-by-step guide 

Suggested for Beginners (click here to access it)   

This article shows step by step how to create your own website using Weebly. Weebly 
powers over 40 million websites worldwide. So, what can you expect from this guide? 
You will be guided through each step, on how to build a Weebly website from the very 
start (signing up) to the very finish (publishing) with all the creative elements in 
between. You will also be shown how to make the best use of Weebly’s editing features 
and you will understand why it is rated one of our easiest to use builders. You will also 
learn how to edit templates, choose a domain, integrate apps, and how to set up an 
online store.  
 

 How to transform a Wix Template into your website in 3 steps  

Suggested for Beginners (click here to access it)   

A web building platform, like Wix, that provides readymade templates, can do 
the job for you - but what about authenticity? This article explains in simple 
steps how to create a fully customised website, based on Wix's templates. It 
demonstrates, through examples, the necessary steps and actions to transform 
the selected template into a totally new website, which can be truly authentic. 
Background colours, font styles, navigation menu styles and adding images are 
some of the touches that a user can make use of in order to achieve the desired 
outcome. 
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 19+ website layouts users won’t forget  

Suggested for Beginners (click here to access it)   

Layout is a critical element that makes a website a success or a failure. A 
website layout is a pattern (or framework) that defines a website’s structure. It 
has the role of structuring the information that is present on a site both for the 
website’s owner and for the users. It provides clear paths for navigation within 
the web pages and puts the most important elements of a website in the front 
and center. In this context, this article presents good layout practices and where 
each of them should be used. 
 

 7 tips for creating a more user-friendly website  

Suggested for Beginners (click here to access it)   

Designing a great website goes beyond just making it look pretty; custom web 
designers also have to think about the user experience. You don't want visitors 
to be so completely overwhelmed and frustrated trying to find what they want 
that they leave your site. In this article, you may find good simple tips for 
designing a user-friendly website, in order to make sure potential customers 
have a productive and enjoyable experience. 
 

TOPIC 2: Writing web content  

 Writing for the web: 19 top tips  

Suggested for Beginners & Experienced participants (click here to access it)   

Writing content for an online audience comes with its own challenges, rules, 
and hidden pitfalls. People everywhere are making massive mistakes when they 
write their web content. Following these guidelines, you will make sure you 
soar over the common trip hazards, and set on the path for creating stunning 
online content. Even web writing professionals can stumble and lose their read-
ers’ interest. Whether you are starting a blog, writing a copy for your business 
website, or managing social media accounts, this guide will give you practical 
advice for improving engagement and increasing conversions. 

 9 simple tips for writing persuasive web content  

Suggested for Beginners (click here to access it)   

This article will help you avoid making mistakes when writing the content of 
your website, by giving you some useful tips. When writing web content people 
tend to make mistakes. They usually think they address their text to people who 
like to read. They treat their visitors like readers of printed texts. But this is to-
tally wrong when coming to web copy. Web copies are just being scanned by 
people. People tend to make quick decisions; therefore, you have to read the 
tips provided in this article, in order to adjust accordingly the content of your 
website and persuade the visitors to stay on it.  
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 9 effective website content writing: tips & tricks for writing website content 
that sells 
Suggested for Beginners (click here to access it)   

Anyone can write content for the web; it is a really simple thing to do. But 
writing web content that will make the readers stay around and engage with it, 
that is a totally different game. Failing to catch the attention of your readers in 
the first couple of seconds, you just lost the game. The writer, within this 
article, gives the reader to understand what quality content is and, later, why it 
is that important. Afterwards he describes the things to follow in order to 
achieve such worthy content.    

 

OTHER USEFUL SOURCES 

□ Building your website (click here to access it) 

□ The 11 golden rules of writing content for your website (click here to access it) 
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Multiple choice test 

 

Question 1: When creating text content on a website you can write like you are talking 
to a friend of yours, using street language. 

a. Disagree. 
b. Not always. 
c. Most times yes. 
d. Agree. 

 
Question 2: Which term is used to describe the combined use of audio, video, and ani-
mation? 

a. Web design. 
b. Multimedia. 
c. Compatibility. 
d. Template. 

 
Question 3:  In which area of the page do visitors usually expect the main navigation 
menu to appear? 

a. At the header of the page. 
b. On the right side or down at the bottom. 
c. Within the toolbars. 
d. Next to the “Back-Forward-Reload” buttons. 

 
Question 4: Before you start designing your website, you must decide what features and 
functions the site requires in order to meet its goals. In other words, you need to settle 
on the site's  _________ : 

a. Aesthetics. 
b. Image content. 
c. Structure. 
d. Scope. 

 
Question 5:Which term describes how a designer positions web page elements to direct 
the focus of visitors? 

a. Hierarchy. 
b. Orientation. 
c. Typography. 
d. Layout. 

  

a. Make the title for your webpage. 
b. Publish your website and give out the address. 
c. Choose the theme for your webpage.   
d. Capture a picture and use it on your website. 
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 Question 7: When you add content to your website, do not bother with the questions 
your viewers might ask. You just need to sell/ promote your work. 

a. Agree. 
b. Disagree. 
c. Not always. 
d. Most times yes. 

 
Question 8:   When adding text content to a website, it is better to follow the inverted 
pyramid model.   

a. True. 
b. False. 
c. Not always. 
d. Most times yes. 

 
Question 9:  When adding content to a website, try to use as many scientific words and 
technical terms as possible.  

a. Agree. 
b. Not always. 
c. Most times yes. 
d. Disagree. 

 
Question 10: We need to _________ our webpage, so that others will be able to view it 
online. 

a. Design. 
b. Paint it. 
c. Publish. 
d. Hide. 

© woodleywonderworks 
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KEYWORDS: Search engine; Search ranking; Backlinks; Organic traffic; Metadata; Tag; 

Web crawler; Search term; Web indexing; SEO. 

 

READING MATERIAL 

 

TOPIC 1: Make your own logo 

 Wix Logo Maker: the best way to create your own logo online.  

Suggested for Beginners (click here to access it)   

Whatever kind of logo you are planning to use, it will serve as your brand’s 
identity, being seen everywhere and promoting and transmitting your motto. 
Therefore, this is one of the most important parts to extensively plan when 
launching a business. The biggest problem most people face when they are at 
this stage is their lack of knowledge or design skills to create a proper business 
logo, without help from a professional designer. Wix.com provides the means 
via a logo generator, to assist on designing a professional looking logo. “The 
Logo Maker is what Wix is for websites: a sophisticated and complete solution 
that’s simple yet super effective”. This article will guide you through the process 
of creating a logo for your brand or business that will have little to distinguish it 
from a professionally designed one. The author also provides additional tips 
that will make your logo successful. 
 

 Wix Logo Maker  

Suggested for Beginners (click here to access it)   

Wix Logo Maker has been created by the people who made the website design-
er platform of the same name. The author of this review-article went through 
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the whole process of designing a logo for his own website and presents all the 
pros and cons of the platform. He explains all the stages he went through to do 
so, making it clear to everyone regardless of experience level, how to design a 
beautiful logo, pointing out each customisation feature used in the process. 
These features will make each logo unique and consistent with the user's de-
sires and brand’s philosophy.  

 

 9 powerful tips for effective logo design  

Suggested for Beginners & Experienced participants (click here to access it)   

Modern businesses depend a lot on communicating effectively with their poten-
tial customers. Marketers make strategies to ensure that people can engage 
with a business in a variety of ways. Therefore, business owners spend a lot of 
money on creating visual tools to engage people and to interact with them. 
Today, the logo is not just a business symbol to identify a company and its prod-
ucts or services, but it rather helps to create a strong brand identity. Even logos 
designed using an online logo maker carry the same essence as a logo designed 
by professional designers. Thus, in this article you will find 9 tips for effective 
logo design, which will allow you to design a professional like logo for your busi-
ness.   
 

 Why business logo design is so important to your organization? 
Suggested for Beginners & Experienced participants (click here to access it)   

“One of the major reasons why more and more businesses are claiming to have 
unique logos is its usefulness in making an impression. We all know how im-
portant it is to make a first impression on the people we meet. This is also true 
in business. Business owners from startups to larger scales, ascertain a good 
impression on the target audience”. The author of this article tries to explain 
why logo design is important for your company. The main points that he men-
tioned are: brand identity, recognition, professionalism, and outshining the 
competition.  

 

TOPIC 2: Search Engine Optimisation (SEO)  

 12 reasons why your business absolutely needs SEO  

Suggested for Beginners & Experienced participants (click here to access it)   

In this article, the author presents the 12 reasons why your business 
needs SEO. These 12 reasons should offer some clarity, regardless of the 
industry or business size, as to why businesses need SEO to take their 
brand to the next level. Among others, they mention that organic search 
is most often the primary source of website traffic, that SEO builds trust 
and credibility, that a good SEO also means a better user experience. By 
reading this article, you will be aware of all the benefits that you will 
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gain by adding SEO functionality to your website.  
 

 The Beginner's Guide to SEO  

Suggested for Beginners & Experienced participants (click here to access it)   

The author of this article successfully pinpoints that SEO is as much about peo-
ple as it is about the search engines themselves. It’s about understanding what 
people are searching for online, the answers they are seeking, the words 
they’re using, and the type of content they wish to consume. Thus, the author 
of this article starts from the basics about SEO. Terms like organic search re-
sults, white hat and black hat SEO are among the essential terms explained in a 
way that any web designer (professional or not) can understand. Basic princi-
ples to follow and things to avoid are discussed as well and, as a result, you will 
be able to apply these good SEO practices to your website. 
 

 What is SEO? Search Engine Optimization explained  

Suggested for Beginners (click here to access it)   

The benefits of Search Engine Optimisation are obvious: free, passive traffic to 
your website, month after month. But how do you optimise your content for 
SEO, and what ranking factors actually matter? With the above question in 
mind, the author explains how to optimise your website and achieve the best 
results on a search engine results page, by explaining first the basic operation of 
search engines and how SEO works. SEO vocabulary and basic terms are also 
explained in a way, everyone will understand. 

 

OTHER USEFUL SOURCES 

□ Wix Logo Maker: an online logo creating tool for every business (click here to access it) 

□ 12 SEO tips to boost your Wix website (click here to access it) 

□ 4 Weebly SEO features you should be using right now (click here to access it) 
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Multiple choice test 
 
Question 1: What does SEO Stand for? 

a. Search Engine Optimisation. 
b. Search Engine Optometry. 
c. Search Equity Otego. 
d. Search Engine Options. 

 
Question 2: Search engines use the number of internal links a website has, to decide the 
position in search results. 

a. True. 
b. Not always. 
c. False. 
d. None of the above. 

 
Question 3:  Search engines use the content of a site to help determine its position in 
search results. 

a. True. 
b. Not always. 
c. False. 
d. None of the above. 

 
Question 4: What are organic search results? 

a. The sponsored results at the top of the page that appears on SERPs. 
b. Results grown with no use of fertilisers and chemicals. 
c. None of the above. 
d. The non-sponsored results that appear under the sponsored results that emerge 

on SERPs. 
 
Question 5: If you spend more money with search engines’ advertising programs, your 
site will rank higher in organic searches. 

a. True. 
b. It depends. 
c. False. 
d. None of the above. 

 
Question 6: Duplicating third party web content may harm your website’s performance 
in search engines. 

a. Not always. 
b. False. 
c. True. 
d. None of the above. 
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 Question 7: What do search engine spiders (crawlers) do? 
a. Check the spelling and grammar of a website's content. 
b. Determine whether a site is using black hat SEO practices. 
c. Replicate a website's content and post it on other web pages. 
d. Crawl web pages and insert them in search engines’ indexes. 

 
Question 8: A brands’ logo is nothing but a trick of the designers to make money from 
businesses that want to appear online. 

a. Yes, correct. 
b. No, because only physical entity businesses have a logo. Online businesses are not 

allowed to have one. 
c. Not correct.  
d. None of the above. 

  
Question 9: Designing a professional looking logo for a business or brand is something 
that only an illustrator or graphic designer can do well. 

a. Yes, because they have the designing skills. 
b. Yes, because it is their job. 
c. No, because architects can also do it. 
d. No, because with the use of online platforms, everyone can do it. 

 
Question 10: Wix Logo Maker will provide standard logo designs, which can only be ex-
ported as is.  

a. Yes, because everything else needs a professional to design it further. 
b. No, because the platform editor provides additional customisation options. 
c. Yes, because it is too expensive to provide further options. 
d. Yes, because further options will require additional tools that are not available on 

the platform. 

© woodleywonderworks 
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As of December 2019, Kickstarter, i.e. the world’s biggest crowd-
funding platform, has received more than $4.6 billion in pledges 

from 17.2 million backers to fund 445,000 projects, such as films, 
music, stage shows, comics, journalism, video games, technology, 

publishing, and food-related projects (© Kuma Tai).  

https://www.flickr.com/photos/lavieentech/9231353658
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KEYWORDS: Crowdfunding; Rewards; Backer; Investor; Pledge; Crowdfunding platform; 

Startup. 

 

READING MATERIAL 

 

TOPIC 1: What is crowdfunding?  

 What is crowdfunding?  

Suggested for Beginners & Experienced participants (click here to access it)   

This article will help you understand what crowdfunding is. Crowdfunding has 
become a loaded term, meaning so much more than just raising money from 
the public. In fact, it means different things to different people. New and old 
terms are sometimes being used to describe the same or similar activities. Here, 
the writer is breaking it down in the hope of bringing more clarity to a question 
that still gets asked every day: what is crowdfunding?  
 

 The entrepreneur’s guide to crowdfunding  

Suggested for Beginners & Experienced participants (click here to access it)   

Crowdfunding has helped more than a million startups raise over $3.2 Billion, 
and is revolutionising the way small businesses find the capital they need to 
grow. By putting the tools for fundraising success in the hands of entrepreneurs 
like never before, crowdfunding is on track to surpass $5.1 billion in 2013 and 
continue to transform the landscape of business finance. And though modern 
crowdfunding is still in its early stages, a number of factors and successes are 
positioning it to become a more and more attractive funding approach for small 
businesses. 
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 Top 10 benefits of crowdfunding  

Suggested for Beginners & Experienced  participants (click here to access it)   

Since the early days of the crowdfunding industry, there have been many small 
businesses and entrepreneurs benefit and grow with the help of these kinds of 
platforms. However, in order to be successful in raising money as a crowdfund-
ing startup is not an easy job. It involves a lot of effort, work and devotion. But 
at the same time, it offers way more benefits than just raising money. In this 
article, you will read about the benefits of crowdfunding.  

 

 The advantages and disadvantages of crowdfunding for entrepreneurs  

Suggested for Beginners (click here to access it)   

If you need capital to get your business started, you might turn to crowdfunding 
to raise those funds. Reaching out to venture capitalists and angel investors is 
stressful; you will need a pitch deck, there is no guarantee you will get the fund-
ing you want, and even if you do, you may have to give up a portion of your 
ownership or control of the company in order to get it. As lucrative as crowd-
funding is, it is not the perfect solution for every entrepreneur or business; and 
you will need to familiarise yourself with the advantages and disadvantages 
before you make your final decision. 
 

TOPIC 2: Running and ending a campaign 

 11 Crowdfunding lessons learned from 5 successful campaigns  

Suggested for Beginners (click here to access it)  

Every campaign and product is unique, but there are some things you can do to 
get closer to crowdfunding success. We’ve asked some of the most successful 
campaigns currently underway what they consider to be the keys to a success-
ful campaign. The result? A list of advice from the people most qualified to give 
it - those who took on crowdfunding and rocked it. This is an important article 
to read since it provides the lessons learned from several successful campaigns.  

 

 Stretch Goals 101: What Are They & Does My Crowdfunding Project Need 
Them? 

Suggested for Beginners & Experienced participants (click here to access it)   

One thing is sure when running a crowdfunding campaign: it really requires a lot 
of work. If the end of the campaign is approaching, then someone may be 
looking forward to a much-deserved break. However, even though the 
campaign just ended successfully, it does not mean in any case that the work is 
finished. It does not mean that you are now allowed to sit back and enjoy the 
funds that got your pockets foul. The authors at this article list the steps to 
follow after a successful campaign in order to keep your supporters happy, by 
completing all your promises given while the campaign was running, and keep 
supporting your business. 
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 Ultimate guide to crowdfunding campaign tools and resources                                 
Suggested for Beginners (click here to access it)   

 Crowdsourcing is a testimony to the power of collaboration. Hundreds and even 
 thousands of individual efforts combine to create something world-changing. If 
 you’re jumping into the chaotic world of crowdsourcing to fund your startup or 
 passion project, you’ve got a lot of hectic days and coffee-fuelled nights ahead. 
 Running a successful campaign, standing out in a sea of creative projects, and 
 coordinating all the moving pieces requires a lot of hard work. 

 

OTHER USEFUL SOURCES 

□ What is crowdfunding  (click here to access it) 

□ Understanding crowdfunding and its regulations  (click here to access it) 

□ Types of crowdfunding for businesses: rewards, equity, debt, & donations  
(click here to access it) 

□ What is crowdfunding? (click here to access it) 

□ What to do when your crowdfunding campaign ends? (click here to access it) 

□ 8 Tips on how to run a successful crowdfunding campaign (click here to access it) 
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Multiple choice test 
 
Question 1: “Reward-based crowdfunding” and “equity crowdfunding” are the same. 

a. True. 
b. False. 
c. Not always. 
d. Most times. 

 

Question 2:  ……… is a type of crowdfunding? 
a. Debt-based crowdfunding. 
b. Friends-based crowdfunding. 
c. Father-based crowdfunding. 
d. Network-based crowdfunding. 

 
Question 3:  Who can invest in a crowdfunding platform?? 

a. Only relatives. 
b. Only companies. 
c. Everyone. 
d. Only stakeholders in a company. 

 
Question 4: The success of a crowdfunding campaigns relies on the public: 

a. True. 
b. False. 
c. Depends on the campaign. 
d. Only for technology products. 

 
Question 5: Which of the following is TRUE about crowdfunding? 

a. Effective crowdfunding pitch videos normally last about an hour. 
b. Effective crowdfunding campaigns do not involve any multimedia material. 
c. Effective crowdfunding campaigns do not involve any interaction with social net-

working.  
d. Effective crowdfunding campaigns involve short videos presenting their story. 

 
Question 6: In reward-based crowdfunding, there is no need for the project owner to 
provide any reward to their backers.  

a. True. 
b. False. 
c. Sometimes. 
d. None of the above. 
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Question 7: What is the popular term for services that help solicit funding from many 
anonymous users? 

a. Multisourcing. 
b. Crowdfunding. 
c. Flashfunding. 
d. Outsourcing. 

 
Question 8:   How do crowdfunding platforms make money? 

a. They own the project after the campaign ends. 
b. They sell the rewards from the campaign. 
c. They collect a small percentage commission on successfully funded projects. 
d. All of the above. 

 
Question 9:  Explain donation-based crowdfunding. 

a. A charitable donation or gift, no return expected. 
b. Contribution in exchange for a perk. 
c. Investment for an ownership stake in the business. 
d. Capital repayment most often with interest. 

 
Question 10: Which of the following is not an advantage of crowdfunding? 

a. Crowdfunding is a very accessible process open to everyone.  
b. In crowdfunding you are in control (promotion and selling is run by you). 
c. Crowdfunding provides a lot more than money (e.g. catch the attention of new 

people & support). 
d. There is a standard guarantee of success. 

 

 

 

© woodleywonderworks 
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KEYWORDS: Google Analytics; Impressions; Clicks; Maximum CPC; Conversions; Ad Copy; 

Campaign; Click-through rate (CTR); Pay-per-click (PPC). 

 

READING MATERIAL 

 

TOPIC 1: Google Ads basics  

 7 benefits of Google AdWords to grow your business online  

Suggested for Beginners (click here to access it)   

The author in this article discusses the benefits of Google AdWords as an adver-
tising platform. The biggest benefit of Google AdWords is that it works fast-
er than Search Engine Optimisation. Another advantage is that, besides increas-
ing traffic, clicks, and conversions, it is also an efficient way of informing people 
about your brand. Furthermore, Google AdWords is reconnecting with your 
website visitors and, most importantly, it tells you exactly what happened with 
your campaign. These benefits of Google AdWords might convince you to start 
running your first campaign. 
 

 Google Ads basics: 5 things to get right first  

Suggested for Beginners & Experienced participants (click here to access it)   

In this article, the author discusses the five areas that marketers need to 
prepare carefully before moving on to adjusting their Google Ads PPC 
campaigns. At the beginning of your campaign you need to define some very 
fundamental things such as tracking your conversions. Therefore, it is important 
to understand the economic fundamentals of your campaign. The author 
mentions that “being able to effectively track and manage progress within your 
campaigns is critical, and there is a very real management cost to building out 
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an overly large campaign out of the gate”. This is also connected to the need to 
understand your campaign settings and pay attention to the campaign basics 
before you enlarge it. 
 

TOPIC 2: Google Ads Structure  

 Google AdWords made simple: a step-by-step guide  

Suggested for Beginners (click here to access it)   

This article is an “A to Z” step-by-step guide for Google Ads and the author 
shows you what it is all about, how to get started and how to reverse engineer 
your success. So, by the end of this article you will be aware of the basic con-
cepts and procedures of Google Ads. More specifically, topics that are covered 
are how to use Google Ads, how Google Ads work, and how to setup and run 
your first campaign. as well as the monitoring of your budget and the basic 
Google Ads metrics.  
 

 12 reasons why Google Ads will help you reach new customers                                                                      

Suggested for Beginners & Experienced participants (click here to access it)     

 In this article the author outlines 12 reasons why Google Ads will help you reach 
 new customers and grow your business, and shares 3 top tips for getting the 
 most out of your ad budget. Google Ads is consistently seen as one of the best 
 ways to reach your prospective customers, drive traffic to your business, and 
 ultimately increase sales. But there's no point in starting a marketing strategy 
 unless you know what you're doing, so education is key. By reading this article 
 you will be ready to understand if Google Ads is the correct approach to follow 
 for your services or product.  
 

TOPIC 3: Google Ads Metrics  

 The 10 most important Google Ads metrics  

Suggested for Beginners (click here to access it)   

This article identifies the most important Google Ads metrics, presenting the 
top 10. These include impressions, cost, clicks, conversions, average cost per 
click and more. The author of the article digs into user data to identify the 10 
most-tracked Google Ads metrics and he helps you better understand their 
meaning and importance. 
 

     How to create a campaign  

Suggested for Beginners (click here to access it)   

As mentioned in the Google Ads page: “a campaign is a set of related ad groups 
that is often used to organise categories of products or services that you offer. 
Each campaign is centered on a goal that aligns with the main thing you want to 
get from your campaign, such as sales or website traffic. You will need to make 
at least one campaign before you can create ads in your account.” This article 
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explains how to create a campaign for your business. By the end, you will be 
ready to start your own Google Ads campaign and know how to set up the 
different metrics. 
 

    What are the most important KPIs for AdWords?  

Suggested for Beginners (click here to access it)   

Analytical tools like Google AdWords show you a whole range of different met-
rics, many of which are key performance indicators (KPIs) that reveal how suc-
cessful your ads are. In this article, the author presents the most important KPIs 
that will help you boost your company. The best metrics may vary from one 
campaign to another, but the AdWords KPIs presented in this article are some 
of the most useful to achieve success. Examples of such KPIs are the impres-
sions, the click-through rate, the conversion rate, the cost per conversion, the 
average position and finally the quality score. 

 

OTHER USEFUL SOURCES 

□ Google Ads Help (click here to access it) 

□ Why use Google AdWords? Here’s 10 reasons why (click here to access it) 
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Multiple choice test 
 
Question 1: The Google Search Network shows a company’s ad when a user makes a 
query for terms that relate to their: 

a. Ad text. 
b. Website. 
c. Placements. 
d. Keywords. 

 
Question 2: Which is a benefit of advertising online? 

a. Increase brand awareness. 
b. Make money by showing ads on your website. 
c. Decrease your position in organic search results. 
d. Automatically collect information about competitors. 

 
Question 3:  Google Ads is better than conventional advertising because ________. 

a. You can specify a daily budget you are comfortable with. 
b. Advertisers can reach an audience who is already interested in the product they 

sell. 
c. You can use location targeting. 
d. There are no limits on the amount of traffic you can get to your website. 

 
Question 4: Which of the following is an ad format available on the Google Display Net-
work? 

a. Print direct marketing. 
b. Text ads. 
c. TV ads. 
d. Radio ads. 

 
Question 5: You are planning to spend €10,000 on an online campaign from the 13th   of 
December to the 15th of February. You want to calculate the monthly fee to be paid. 
Assuming you're going to spend the amount evenly, how much will you spend each 
month? 

a. €3,333.33 per month. 
b. €2,812.5 in December, €4,843.75 in January and €2,343.75 in February. 
c. €2,652.25 in December, €4,843.75 in January and €2,500 in February. 
d. €2,812.5 in February, €2,343.75 in January and €4,843.75 in December. 

 
Question 6:  How is your clickthrough rate (CTR) calculated? 

a. The number of conversions on your ad multiplied by the number of placements it 
appeared on. 

b. The number of clicks on your ad divided by the number of conversions. 
c. The number of clicks on your ad divided by the number of impressions. 
d. The number of impressions of your ad multiplied by your maximum CPC. 
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Question 7: Calculate the CTR using the following numbers: (i) 10,000 people enter key-
words into Google and (ii) 1,000 of those people click on your ad. 

a. 1%  
b. 10% 
c. 0.1% 
d. 0.01% 

 
Question 8:  The maximum CPC is: 

a. The maximum amount an advertiser is willing to pay for a click. 
b. The maximum amount an advertiser is willing to pay when their ad is clicked on. 
c. The maximum amount an advertiser is willing to pay to have all their ads displayed 

at the same time. 
d. The maximum amount an advertiser is willing to pay to have their ad displayed. 

 
Question 9:   Let’s say your cost-per-click is €0.04 on average and you want around 500 
clicks per day. What should you set as your daily budget? 

a. 5 
b. 20 
c. 25 
d. 10 

 
Question 10: Which statistic indicates how often a click has led to a conversion?  

a. Click-through rate (CTR).  
b. Converted clicks. 
c. Cost per conversion. 
d. Conversion rate.  
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GLOSSARY 
terms, per session  

 

 

Session 1: Introduction to basic concepts in sharing and web-based economy: innovation and 
entrepreneurship in the digital age 

Innovation: Innovation, in simple terms, is the introduction of something new. Innovation is the 
process whereby new and improved products, processes, materials, and services are developed 
and transferred to a plant and/or market where they are appropriate. 

Entrepreneurship: The capacity and willingness to develop, organize and manage a business 
venture along with any of its risks in order to make a profit. The most obvious example of 
entrepreneurship is the starting of new businesses. (source: http://www.businessdictionary.com/
definition/entrepreneurship.html ) 

Sharing economy: The sharing economy is a different way of distributing goods and services. 
Instead of the traditional business models, where a company sells products to consumers, in the 
sharing economy an individual rents (or shares) products or services, like their cars and homes, to 
other individuals in a peer-to-peer fashion. 

Peer-to-peer: a transaction or communication carried out between equal members of a network/
market without a middleman.  

Business Model Canvas (BMC): Is a template for developing business models for new companies 
or analysing the models of established businesses. It consists of 9 segments (boxes), allowing you 
to lay down your model step by step. It is designed to allow you to determine and understand all 
the crucial aspects of your new business.  

Crowdfunding: is the process of funding a project or a venture by raising small amounts of money 
from a large number of people. This approach taps into the collective efforts of a large pool of 
individuals -primarily online via social media and crowdfunding platforms- and leverages their 
networks for greater reach and exposure. 

Entrepreneur: A person who runs or opens a business. Unlike the classic businessman/woman, the 
entrepreneur will not simply manage an existing business or idea, but will risk introducing new 
ideas and business models. This means they often have to start small in order to grow. 

Value proposition: Is the value (benefits) that you deliver to your customer. A value proposition 
must be clear, measurable and demonstrable, since it will give you an advantage against your 
competitors. 

Customer segment: is the community of customers that you are aiming to sell your product or 
services to. The segments are created by grouping customers into distinct groups based on their 
needs, behaviors and other traits that they share. 

 

Session 2: Writing powerful, pleasant and accurate descriptions 

Styles of writing: It is a particular procedure or manner of writing a text. Even though there are 
practically innumerable ways to write something, there are four main styles of writing: the 

IT Skills in Sharing and Web-based Economy: A Trainees’ Handbook 
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expository, the descriptive, the persuasive and the narrative style. A single text may include more 
than one writing style. 

Fear of the blank page: Is the anxiety the author feels before starting a text for lack of a starting 
point or due to lack of faith in his/her writing skills. All authors have felt it, regardless of their 
writing experience.  

Expository style of writing: The main purpose of expository writing is to explain. It is a subject-
oriented writing style, in which authors focus on explaining a given topic or subject without voicing 
their personal opinions. These types of essays or articles furnish the text with relevant facts and 
figures. This is one of the most common types of writing. You can see it in textbooks and how-to 
articles. The author just tells you about a given subject, such as how to do something (see: Meer 
2016). 

Descriptive style of writing: The writing style in which the writer uses the five senses to paint a 
picture for the reader. This writing incorporates imagery and specific details. Descriptive writing's 
main purpose is to describe. It can be poetic when the author takes the time to be very specific in 
his or her descriptions (see: Meer 2016). 

Persuasive style of writing: Persuasive writing's main purpose is to convince. Unlike expository 
writing, persuasive writing contains the opinions and biases of the author. To convince others to 
agree with the author's point of view, persuasive writing contains justifications and reasons. It is 
often used in letters of complaint, advertising, cover letters, and newspaper opinion and editorial 
pieces (see: Meer 2016). 

Narrative style of writing: Narrative writing's main purpose is to tell a story. The author will create 
different characters and tell you what happens to them (sometimes the author writes from the 
point of view of one of the characters—this is known as first person narration). Novels, short 
stories, novellas, poetry, and biographies can all fall in the narrative writing style. The narrative 
writing style may be used for narrating fictional stories, as well as for facts (see: Meer 2016). 

Appeal to senses: The five human senses are: sight, hearing, smell, taste, and touch, and while a 
text cannot directly stimulate these senses, it can however use language that appeals to them, 
allowing the reader to create a more vivid image and establish a stronger connection with him/her. 

Target audience: Is a particular group of people, at which something is aimed. In marketing and 
advertising, it is a particular group of consumers, identified as the targets or recipients of a 
particular advertisement or message. Businesses that have a wide target market will focus on a 
specific target audience to send certain messages.  

 

Session 3: Mobile photography: taking and editing photographs with a smartphone 

Smartphone: Is a category of multi-purpose mobile phones, due to their advanced set of features. 
In addition to the main functions, such as calling and messaging, they also allow a wide range of 
applications to run on their respective operating systems. This activates a wide range of 
possibilities, especially in relation to multimedia production / consumption of audiovisual content. 

Mobile photography: Is the use of smartphones or other small-scale electronic multimedia devices 
for producing digital images. It can serve very precise photographic needs and requires the 
application of specific techniques, peripheral equipment and the consideration of other limitations. 

Exposure: In photography exposure refers to the amount of light that reaches the film or 
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electronic image sensor; it is relative to shutter speed, aperture and scene luminance (how strong 
the light is where you are taking the picture), but for current digital cameras, ISO sensitivity is also 
a factor. 

Shutter speed: Is the length of time that the film or sensor gets exposed to light during the act of 
photographing. 

Aperture: In photography, the aperture value (or f-stop number) indicates the diametre of the 
opening of the lense’s diaphragm, which allows the light through the lens. This affects the degree 
of exposure to light (together with the shutter speed). It also affects the depth of field (see below). 

ISO: ISO film speed or sensitivity is a standardised value that refers to the capacity of film or a 
digital sensor to provide illuminated images in relation to exposure. In other words, it determines 
how much light is necessary in order to get a picture that is not too dark. 

Depth of field: Is an optical and aesthetic characteristic of a photo. In simple terms, it determines 
the range of objects in your picture that appear clearer (in focus) or more blurred (out of focus). 
More precisely, the depth of field is defined as the distance between the nearest and farthest 
objects that are represented with sharp focus in a photographic image. 

Digital sensor: Is an electronic device that is able to detect luminance fluctuation (light change) 
and conveys this information for the purpose of creating a digital image. 

Resolution: Image resolution refers to the level of detail in a digital image: the higher the 
resolution, the higher the detail. In terms of digital photography, image resolution depends on the 
characteristics of the digital sensor (the number of light sensitive capacitors on the sensor’s 
surface) and its sensitivity to light changes. 

Stabiliser: In relation to photography, a stabiliser is any kind of equipment -holder, tripod, cage rig, 
or gyroscope- that allows for a more stable recording of images. 

Editing application: In reference to digital photography, editing applications are a category of 
applications that allow the correction of exposure, lighting, colour, contrast and other parameters 
of a digital image, after the recording of the initial photo.  

 

Session 4: Mobile filmmaking: how to record and edit short movies with a smartphone 

Mobile videography: Is the specialised activity that uses smartphones or other small-scale 
electronic multimedia devices to produce digital moving images. It can serve very precise 
cinematographic needs and requires specific techniques, peripheral equipment and consideration 
of other limitations. 

Special effects: Special effects (or sfx) for mobile video refers to the creation and incorporation of 
visual tricks or elements that are incorporated into the digital video after its initial production, with 
the use of specialised applications. 

OIS and EIS: Optical Image Stabilisation (OIS) and Electronic Image Stabilisation (EIS) are methods 
for stabilising a sensor or optical elements of the lens during the recording of digital images. They 
can be used individually or together. 

Aspect ratio: Is a ratio that corresponds to the proportional relationship between width and height 
of an image. It is usually expressed as two numbers separated by a colon, i.e. 16:9, and it provides 
a reference to standardised ratios for correct video reproduction. 
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Frame rate: is a measure of how many still images (frames) are shown every second to give the 
illusion of motion. It is measured in frames per second (fps) or in herz (Hz). The European 
broadcasting standard is 25 fps. 

Audiovisual production: It refers to the filming of moving images and recording of audio that can 
be followed by a post-production process of editing and publishing. 

Colour theory: Is a set of principles that guides the mixing of colours or the visual effects of specific 
colours, for the needs of artistic or commercial image production. 

Montage: In relation to cinema, montage refers to the specific film editing technique of putting 
sequences of moving images into a series, in a way that connotes space, time and narrative 
information. 

Highlights and shadows: In relation to digital images, highlights and shadows refer to the parts of 
the image with the highest and lowest luminance respectively. Highlights correspond to bright 
areas, while shadows correspond to dark areas of an image or video. 

 

Session 5: Selecting a sharing platform 

Platform: A platform is a group of technologies that are used as a base upon which other 
applications, processes or technologies are developed. In personal computing, a platform is the 
basic hardware (computer) and software (operating system) on which software applications can be 
run. (Technopedia 2019) 

Sharing platform: Is a type of platform that is used in the sharing economy. Sharing platforms are 
used as a mechanism to connect the buyer and seller and make possible a service or product 
exchange under the sharing economy terms. 

Sharing platform business model: Is the business model that helps you understand how value is 
generated within a company through a sharing economy platform. 

Airbnb: Is one of the best-known companies in the sharing economy engaged with the offering of 
short term accommodation to customers. Airbnb does not own any of the real estate listings, 
acting instead like a broker receiving commissions for every booking completed, and it encourages 
owners to get income from houses they do not use by offering them as short-term tourist 
accommodation.  

Platform categories: There are two main categories: exchange platforms and maker platforms. 
Exchange platforms provide value primarily by facilitating exchanges directly between a consumer 
and a producer/owner on a one-to-one basis. Maker platforms, on the other hand, generate value 
by enabling a producer or manufacturer to create products and broadcast or distribute them to a 
large audience. 

Peer-to-peer economy: An economic model where individuals transact directly with each other, 
without intermediaries. Usually such activity relies on sharing resources and services with peers 
through the use of  relevant online platforms.  

Collaborative consumption: A system of consumption where use of a resource or assets is not 
reserved for an individual, but instead shared within a group. It means that the group of people 
can have access to the resource or asset without each individual member having to buy it 
separately. 
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Asset: Something you own (a good) that probably has value if sold. Belongings like houses, vehicles, 
bikes, hard tools, etc. or skills possessed, are possible value makers when used in the relevant 
sharing platforms.   

On demand services: Platforms directly matching customer requirements with providers to 
instantly distribute goods and services. 

 

Session 6: Create your own website 

Internet: The internet is a global system of interconnected computer networks that makes use of 
telecommunication protocols to achieve connection to devices worldwide. In brief, it is a network of 
networks. It also refers to the infrastructure (machines, wiring, tools, etc.) necessary to build that 
network. It provides several kinds and types of services. 

World Wide Web (WWW): An information system, a huge database of interconnected documents, 
which are identified by a URL and are accessible over the Internet. It is a service of the internet that 
a user may have access to. 

Web page: A simple document that can be presented on a Web Browser and is available through 
the internet. A web page is identified by its unique Uniform Resource Location (URL) address and it 
usually contains pictures, text, or hyperlinks. 

Website: Many web pages (a collection) comprise a single website and all the web pages of the 
website are under the same domain name (e.g. example.com). 

Web browser: A software tool that allows the connection to and browsing through websites and 
web pages. 

Template: In the context of website builders, a template is a ready made design that demonstrates 
the structure and arrangement of a website, including extra features. Online website builders 
provide templates to assist in creating a website. 

Online website builder: An online software service that allows users to build a website without any 
prior knowledge. It usually makes use of templates and includes drag and drop editors that simplify 
the design process to the point where no coding experience is required. 

Uniform Resource Locator (URL): A URL or Web address indicates the location of a source found on 
the internet as well as the mechanism or protocol necessary to access it. It is used to locate web 
pages and for file transferring purposes. It is found on the address bar of a web browser and usually 
has the form: http://www.example.com. 

 

Session 7: Customise your website 

Element: Elements are components (widgets) that a user is able to drag from the sidebar of a 
website builder, onto a page to design their website. One web page can have many elements. 

Header: The upper part of a website, usually present on every page. Usually it contains the logo, 
company name or title, and the main navigation menu. It can also be placed on either side of the 
website. 

Layout: The visual, but also internal, organisation of a website. It is a framework that defines a 
website’s structure, aiming to organise the information and to make it easily accessible and 
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navigable. 

Logo: A symbol that is adopted by an organisation to identify its products or services. Usually a 
graphic mark or an emblem representing the field of activity of the organisation and it is used to 
assist promotion and the public identification and acknowledgment of the organisation.  

Search: An input field that helps the user look up specific information on a website. This is a 
necessary attribute for any website that strives for a good and efficient user experience. 

Navigation menu: A "toolbar'' is usually placed on the header of the web page containing links to 
other pages of the website. It is used to help browse the content of a site. It usually contains the 
main pages but also sub-pages of the site, or other links to external websites. 

Publishing: Is the process of making a website available to the public (to its viewers). When a 
website is being designed, the viewers can only see the new changes and information when the 
creator clicks on “Publish”. 

 

Session 8: Advanced features of website building 

Search engine: A web based tool that enables users to find information on a specific topic, based 
on keywords, on the World Wide Web. Popular examples of such machines are Google, Yahoo, 
Bing, etc. Each search engine uses different complex formulas and algorithms to produce search 
results.  

Search term: Is what users enter into a search engine in order to retrieve relevant information. A 
search term can be a single keyword or a combination of words, e.g. “recipe” or “chocolate and 
cookies recipe”. 

Search ranking / SERP:  Search results are presented in search engine results pages (SERP) in a 
specific order, or search ranking. Different ranking factors control a web page’s search ranking, 
such as relevance to the search term or the value of the backlinks leading to the page.  

Search Engine Optimisation (SEO): Is the combination of several methods and strategies to 
improve a website’s position in search rankings. A website’s SEO relies on a lot of different factors, 
not least on metadata used by the website designer. 

Metadata / Meta tag / Meta description: Metadata is data describing the content of a web page
(or document etc). It can give information such as when it was created and by whom, what the 
subject is etc. Therefore metadata can be defined as “data about data”. This information is not 
viewable on the web page but rather in the source code.  

Metadata is usually found in the form of meta tags, which are incorporated to the code of a web 
page’s header. 

A common type of meta tag is the meta description. This is the information that is usually shown 
when the page is listed in the SERPs as a brief explanation or snippet. 

Backlinks: Links from external websites (outside your domain), that lead to pages from your own 
domain. Backlinks ideally enhance the overall strength, significance and diversity of your domain’s 
backlink profile and improve search ranking. 

Organic traffic: Refers to the visitors that come to a website as a result of non-paid (organic) 
search results and non-paid referrals from other sites. The most efficient way to improve the 
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organic traffic of a website is by regularly publishing relevant and high quality content. 

Web crawler: Is a program used by search engines to collect information from the web. When a 
crawler visits a website, it collects the complete website’s content and saves it to a databank. It 
saves all external and internal links to this specific website. This process helps the crawler to index 
every website that has links to at least one external website. 

Search Engine indexing: An index is an alternative name for the database used by search engines. 
Indexes include the information of all the websites that a search engine was able to find. If a 
website is not included in a search engine’s index, it will never appear on SERP and users will not 
be able to find it.  

 

Session 9: Crowdfunding: a way to raise your own funds 

Crowdfunding: is the process of funding a project or a venture by raising small amounts of money 
through the cooperative effort of a large number of people, including friends, family, customers, 
and individual investors. This approach taps into the collective efforts of a large pool of individuals 
-primarily online via social media and crowdfunding platforms- and leverages their networks for 
greater reach and exposure. 

Crowdfunding platform: A website that makes crowdfunding possible by bringing companies and 
entrepreneurs in contact with the public in order to raise funds. Such platforms provide various 
options for listing projects and coordinating crowdfunding campaigns. 

Pledge: The promise to contribute a set amount to a crowdfunding campaign if it is successful or in 
advance. 

Backer (investor): The person that provides a pledge to a crowdfunding campaign.  

Reward-based crowdfunding: A type of crowdfunding where backers obtain a reward in exchange 
for their financial support to the crowdfunding campaign. Reward types are based on the pledge 
provided by the backer.  Usually there are various options for backers to choose from, depending 
on the amount they are willing to provide and their general preference. 

Equity crowdfunding: Investors, in this kind of crowdfunding, fund a campaign and they expect to 
receive shares (equity) of the final project, or the company’s. 

Rewards: It is a product (or products) or service, or even an acknowledgment of appreciation, 
given to the investors (backers) in exchange for their pledge in a Crowdfunding campaign.  

Startup: Is a company or project initiated by an entrepreneur to seek, effectively develop, and 
validate a scalable business model (Wikipedia). It is a company in the early stages of its operation, 
often funded by its creators while trying to capitalise on the development of a service they believe 
there is demand for. It starts small, but aims to eventually expand. 

 

Session 10: Google Ads 

Google Analytics: A free Google product that offers in-depth monitoring on how people use a 
website. Google Analytics can be used to learn what people do after clicking an ad. 

Impressions: This defines the times an ad is shown. An impression is added to the total, 
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whenπραγματever the ad is displayed on an SERP or other websites of the Google Network 
(Google Ads Help, Glossary).  

Clicks: Whenever a user clicks on a paid ad, Google tallies it. Clicks can help advertisers recognise 
how well their ad performs in bringing traffic.   

Pay-per-click (PPC): Also known as Cost per Click (CPC), is an online marketing and ad model that is 
used to attract traffic to websites. Their owners pay a fixed amount (usually to search engines) 
whenever their ad is clicked by a user.  

Maximum CPC: Maximum Cost-Per-Click. This is a bid that a website owner decides to pay as the 
highest amount, whenever there is a click on their ad.  If a user clicks on the owner’s ad, it will not 
cost more than the Maximum CPC. 

Conversions: An action that is counted when a user interrelates with an ad (e.g. clicks a text ad or 
views a video ad) and thereafter acts in a way that the advertiser defined as a valuable action for 
their business, such as an online purchase or a business call (Google Ads Help, Glossary). 

Ad copy: The block of text that appears in an advertisement at the top of your screen when you 
are searching using a specific keyword. 

Click-through rate (CTR): A ratio showing how often people who see your ad end up clicking it. 

Campaign: A set of ad groups (ads, keywords, and bids) that share a budget, a location target and 
other settings. Campaigns are often used to organise categories of products or services that a busi-
ness offers (Google Ads Help, Glossary). 
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This is a Trainees’ Handbook that serves as the main educational material for 

the participants in the 40-hour seminar on IT skills in Sharing and Web-based 

Economy. It is also paired with an Educator Manual, designed to assist the Edu-

cators of the seminar. Both are supported by an e-learning platform, where the 

set of Manual and Handbook on IT skills in Sharing and Web-based Economy is 

available for download, as well as two additional sets, focusing on Resilient Sec-

tors and Social Economy respectively. The e-learning platform is available at: 

https://elearning.youthshare-project.org  

All the above is a product of the collective effort of the partners in the YOUTH-

Share project: A Place for Youth in Mediterranean EEA: Resilient and Sharing 

Economies for NEETs (Project No: 2017-1-345). This project is funded by the Ac-

tive Youth call by the EEA and Norway Grants, and  it aims to reduce youth un-

employment in coastal and island regions of the Mediterranean EEA by ad-
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pertinent circular economies. By boosting the potential of those sectors, 

through social entrepreneurship and sharing economy platforms, it aims to re-
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